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Abstract: In this paper a study of a helical antenna resonating at high-frequency (HF) band with a very compact
structure is reported. The designed antenna’s S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency was calculated for different
geometrical parameters. For each case, first, only a single parameter was changed. Then for a fair comparison, multiple
parameters were changed simultaneously while the total wire length was set to be constant. Also, shifts in resonance
frequencies and variations in –10 dB bandwidths were investigated. Our results show that resonance behaviour changes
distinctively with the geometrical parameters and it allows shortening of the antenna wire length. For the designed
antenna, the resonances shift to lower frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths around the resonances decrease as the winding
wire thickness, number of turns, and turn radius increase. Whereas as the turn spacing increases the resonances shift to
higher frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths widen, although the total wire length of the antenna increases. To verify the
simulation results, the designed antenna was fabricated with an exclusive manufacturing process and characterized. The
measurement results are in good agreement with the simulation results. It demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed
manufacturing technique, which is new in the literature and enables accurate and rigid antenna fabrication with simple
and low-cost steps.

Key words: Antenna manufacturing, helical antenna, HF antennas, parametric studies

1. Introduction
High-frequency (HF) band is generally used for long-distance air-to-ground or ground-to-air communications and
military applications because of the low atmospheric attenuation properties in the wavelength range spanning
from 10 m to 100 m in free space corresponding to HF band of 3–30 MHz [1–3]. For applications such as
multimedia transmission, voice and data communication in the HF band, channel bandwidth requirements
are usually around 10 KHz to 20 KHz, while for other applications in the HF band such as spread spectrum
communications bandwidths greater than 100 KHz are required [4–6]. Although long wavelengths are preferred
in far distance communications, as operation wavelength increases the antenna sizes also get bigger. Therefore,
in addition to the performance constraints of the antenna, the size of an antenna operating in HF frequency band
might also be an important restriction while designing an HF system. There are several types of antennas that
are currently being used for typical HF systems such as Yagi-Uda [7], monopole antennas [8], dipole antennas [9],
∗Correspondence: elektrik@tubitak.gov.tr
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and bent wire antennas [10]. However, these antennas are relatively large and heavy, thus mounting standards
need to be met for safe operation. Also, the packaging and manufacturing of these antennas to make them
rigid enough are usually costly. Helical-shaped antennas are another type of antenna used for HF applications
[11–13]. Due to their three-dimensional (3D) structure, helical antennas are lighter and smaller with respect
to other HF antennas. Helical antennas are formed by winding a conductor in a helical geometry and they are
typically mounted on a ground plane, which shortens the antenna length and creates a fulcrum for the antenna
[14].

Helical antennas have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally in the literature [15–19]. In
theoretical analysis, helical antennas are usually considered as an array of ring-shaped antennas stacked on top
of each other at a certain distance [19]. However, this assumption is true only if the spacing between each turn in
a helical antenna is zero. In other words, the accuracy of this assumption increases as the distance between turns
in a helical antenna approaches zero. On the other hand, in a helical antenna with a low ratio of turn radius
over height and a small turn number this assumption does not hold. Therefore, the precise design of a helical
antenna with certain requirements is only achieved with simulations and experiments [11, 13]. Owing to the 3D
architecture, there are many geometrical parameters that define a helical antenna. These parameters include
the number of turns, wire length, the height of the antenna, turn radius, turn spacing, etc. In some studies,
these parameters are optimized in a specific way to enhance the performance of a helical antenna [17]. On the
other hand, in some other studies, helical antennas with modified geometry such as spherical shaped, conical
shaped, and inverted conical shaped, are proposed [11, 13, 20]. A helical antenna is a natural choice for HF
applications when circular polarization is desired, and, as discussed in [9, 11–13, 21], changing the geometry of
standard helical antennas can help achieve wider bandwidths and other requirements while maintaining circular
polarization. However, neither in these studies nor in other literature the change of a helical antenna behavior
with geometrical parameters is fully investigated. In some studies, the change in only a few parameters, such as
the helical antenna gain and input impedance matching, is investigated by shaping the ground conductor plane
[22, 23]. There are a few studies on the design process of helical antennas. [24–27]. However, these studies
do not discuss the manufacturing processes of helical antennas. Furthermore, majority of the studies in the
literature investigate helical antennas for applications in the gigahertz region. To overcome the aforementioned
problems and fill the gap in the literature on helical antennas in the HF band, in this study we designed a
helical antenna resonating in the HF band and investigated resonance properties of the antenna with a full set
of parametric simulations. The novelty of this study is that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first study
to perform a full scale parametric analysis on helical antennas designed to operate in HF band and provide a
comprehensive manufacturing process. It is demonstrated that designing helical antennas with shorter length
and more compact structure is possible by setting the geometrical parameters of the antennas. In addition, this
study shows that it is possible to manufacture helical antennas with high stability and precision by applying
the proposed exclusive and easy technique, which could also be used for the manufacturing of antennas with
similar shapes.

2. Antenna design and simulations

The geometry of a helical antenna mounted on a ground plane is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the geometrical
parameters of the antenna are illustrated. Here, h and r represent the height of the antenna and turn radius
measured horizontally, i.e. on an axis parallel to the ground metal plane, from the center of a turn to the
center of the winding wire, respectively. Also, s and t stand for turn spacing and thickness of the winding wire,
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respectively, and ρ represents the radius of the ground plane. The inset in the figure, on the other hand, is
drawn to indicate the relation between the parameters in a single turn. In the inset, l and α represent the
length of the wire in a single turn and pitch angle, respectively.

Figure 1. Helical antenna on a ground plane and its geometrical parameters. The relationship between the parameters
in a single turn is also illustrated in the inset (b).

Relations between the geometrical parameters are given below, where r and s represent turn radius and
spacing between the turns, as in Figure 1. Similarly, l is the wire length in a single turn and α is the pitch angle.
Moreover, N and L represent the total turn number and the total length of the winding wire, respectively.

l =
√
s2 + (2πr)2 (1)

a = tan−1(
s

2πr
) (2)

L = N × l (3)

The designs were started with an antenna resonating in HF frequency band such that its first and second
resonances occur at frequencies between 3 MHz and 30 MHz. The geometric parameters of the designed antenna
are given in Table 1. As seen in the table, the height, and diameter (twice the radius) of the antenna are 31
cm and 11.65 cm, respectively. These parameters are chosen with the intention of making the antenna small in
size compared to the operation wavelength, which is between 10 m (corresponding to 30 MHz frequency) and
100 m (corresponding to 3 MHz frequency). On the other hand, in the designed antenna, apart from the total
wire length, the only parameter comparable with the wavelength is the radius of the ground plane, which is 1
m equal to 1/25 of a quarter of the maximum wavelength (25 m) in the HF band. The designed antenna was
simulated with the help of an antenna toolbox in an electromagnetic solver. S11 parameter magnitude change
of the antenna with frequency calculated in the simulations over the HF frequency band is shown in Figure 2.
In the figure, it is seen that the designed antenna resonates at frequencies 11.59 MHz and 28 MHz with S11
magnitude values equal to –46.61 dB and –42.48 dB at these resonance frequencies, respectively. In addition,
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the –10 dB bandwidths, i.e. frequency bandwidths at which S11 magnitude is lower than or equal to –10 dB,
are found to be 0.28 MHz and 0.37 MHz, respectively. Since the higher-order resonances occur outside the HF
frequency band, these resonances are not seen in the figure.

As the next step, to see their effects on antenna resonance, geometrical parameters of the antenna were
changed. Firstly, the thickness of the winding wire is increased starting from 1.5 mm to 9.5 mm with a 1-mm
step size while the other parameters are kept constant. The wire thickness is not considered in the literature as
it is much smaller than the turn radius and other geometrical parameters; however, our study shows that the
wire thickness has a considerable effect on antenna response as can be seen in Figure 3.

Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the designed antenna.

Parameter Value
Total wire length (L) 9.89 m
Turn spacing (s) 1.00 cm
Turn radius (r) 5.825 cm
Turn number (N) 27
Ground radius (ρ) 1.00 m
Winding wire thickness (t) 1.50 mm
Height (h) 31.00 cm

Figure 2. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations.

Figure 3. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various wire thicknesses.

Figure 3 shows that both the first and second resonances shift to lower frequencies as the wire thickness
increases. Also, the –10 dB bandwidth values tend to decrease as the wire thickness increases. On the other
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hand, there is no regular change in S11 magnitude values at resonance frequencies resulting from the changes
in wire thickness. Figure 4a and Figure 4b show the resonance and –10 dB bandwidth values for different wire
thicknesses. In Figure 4a, it is observed that in the designed antenna, for all the wire thickness values, the second
resonance arises at a frequency more than double of the frequency at which the first resonance occurs. Also, in
Figure 4b, it can be seen that the second resonance bandwidth is wider than the first resonance bandwidth for
each thickness value.

To further analyze the geometrical properties, the ground plane radius is increased from 0.07 m to 30
m with different step sizes, and simulation results are obtained. Change of S11 parameter magnitude with
frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having various ground plane radii is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 4. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with wire thickness calculated in simulations for the
designed antenna. (b) Change of –10 dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with wire thickness
calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Figure 5. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various ground plane radii.

In the figure, it is seen that both first and second resonances become more stable as the ground radius
increases. For the ground radius equal to or bigger than 0.50 m, calculated resonance frequencies and –10
dB bandwidths are almost constant. In addition, the S11 parameter magnitudes calculated at the resonance
frequencies are below –40 dB. It means that the designed helical antenna on a ground plane with a radius equal
to or bigger than 0.50 m performs as expected. Based on this notion, the antenna prototype manufactured for
testing was placed on a square-shaped ground plane with a side length equal to 1.0 m. Change of resonance
frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths with ground plane radius are shown in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.
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After that, simulations were repeated to investigate the effect of the number of turns on antenna
performance. In the designed antenna, the turn number is incremented from 10 to 50 with a constant step
size of 5 turns, while the other parameters are kept unchanged. S11 parameter magnitude response of the
antenna for different turn numbers over the entire HF band is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 6. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with ground plane radius calculated in simulations
for the designed antenna. (b) Change of –10 dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with ground
plane radius calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Figure 7. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various turn numbers.

In the figure, it is observed that both first and second resonances shift to lower frequencies as the turn
number increases. In addition, –10 dB bandwidths decrease with an increase in the turn number. For deeper
investigation, changes in the resonance frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths with turn number are shown in
Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. In the figures, second resonance frequencies for antennas with turn numbers
less than 25 are not displayed. The reason for this is that when number of turns are less than 25, second
resonance occurs outside the HF band, i.e. at frequencies higher than 35 MHz. Figures 4a, 6a, and 8a show
that the effect of turn numbers on the antenna’s resonance and bandwidth characteristics is significantly higher
than the effects of wire thickness and ground plane radius. Observed shifts in resonance frequencies with turn
number are explained by the fact that as the turn number increases total wire length of the antenna increases
proportionally, and as the wire length increases antenna resonates at longer wavelengths and lower frequencies.

Next, simulations were repeated for the designed antenna with different spacings between wire turns. In
each case, all parameters except turn spacing are the same as the parameters provided in Table 1. Spacing
between turns in the antenna is increased starting from 0.25 cm to 2.75 cm with a 0.25 cm step size. Calculated
S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency for different turn spacings is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with turn number calculated in simulations for the
designed antenna. (b) Change of –10 dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with turn number
calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Figure 9. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various turn spacings.

As seen, both first and second resonances shift to higher frequencies as the turn spacing increases.
This is an unexpected result because as the turn spacing increases total wire length of the antenna increases
proportionally. It was observed that as the turn number increases, resonances shift to lower frequencies, and
this change is associated to the increased wire length of the antenna. However, although antenna wire length
increases with turn spacing, resonances shift to higher frequencies. One of the possible reasons for this effect
might be that if the helices of the antenna are considered as separate ring antennas stacked on top of each other
as in [19], coupling between the ring antenna elements may change with their spacings. It indicates that one can
shift the resonance frequencies of a helical antenna to higher and lower frequencies by increasing turn spacing
and turn number, respectively, where in both cases total wire length of the antenna becomes larger. In other
words, it is possible to design a helical antenna with a shorter total wire length resonating at desired frequencies
by adjusting turn spacing and turn number. Manipulating these parameters result in either a decrease or an
increase in the resonance frequency. In addition, in Figure 9 it is also seen that the –10 dB bandwidths widen as
the turn spacing increases. On the other hand, there is no regular change in S11 magnitude values at resonance
frequencies resulting from the changes in turn spacing, but it is important to note that S11 magnitude values at
resonance frequencies are all below –40 dB. The changes of resonance frequencies and bandwidths in response
to changes in turn spacing are seen in detail in Figures 10a and 10b, respectively. In Figure 10a, it can be seen
that the rate of increase in resonance frequencies gets slower as the turn spacing increases. Furthermore, the
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second resonance frequencies of the simulated antennas with turn spacings greater than 2 cm are not shown in
the figures as they occur outside the HF band.

The last parameter that we investigated in our simulations is the turn radius. As in the previous analysis,
simulations were obtained for the designed antenna with different turn radii. The turn radius of the designed
antenna is varied from 2.5 cm to 8 cm, while the rest of the geometrical parameters are kept constant. The
change of S11 parameter magnitude with frequency simulated for the designed antenna having various turn
radii is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with turn spacing calculated in simulations for
the designed antenna. (b) Change of –10 dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with turn spacing
calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Figure 11. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various turn radii.

In the figure, it is seen that both first and second resonances shift to lower frequencies as the turn radius of
the designed antenna increases. Similar behavior was observed when we varied the turn number in the designed
antenna, which can be explained by the increased wire length of the antenna. As for our analysis regarding the
turn number, there is a proportional relation between the antenna’s total wire length and its turn radius, and
the increase in total wire length results in longer resonance wavelengths and lower resonance frequencies. As
seen in the figure, compared to the effects of wire thickness, ground plane radius, and turn spacing on resonance
frequencies, the effect of turn radius is more significant. In addition,–10 dB bandwidth characteristics of turn
radius shows similarities to the previous analysis on turn numbers, where –10 dB bandwidth decreases as the
turn radius is increased. These changes can be seen in Figures 12a and 12b, where resonance frequency and
–10 dB bandwidth variations with wire turn radius are shown, respectively. Second resonance frequencies of
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the antennas with turn radii less than 5 cm are not shown in these figures as these resonances occur outside
the HF band. It is seen that the decreases in the resonance frequencies and bandwidths get slower as the turn
radius increases.

Until this point, the parametric analysis of the designed antenna was obtained by systematically changing
only one geometrical parameter each time. It is seen that increasing number of turns and turn radius of the
antenna separately causes resonances to shift to lower frequencies while decreasing the bandwidths. However,
it is not clear whose effect is dominant. To compare and understand the effects of turn number and turn
radius, the simulations were repeated for various turn radii; however, this time turn numbers were changed
simultaneously in accordance with the turn radii, such that the total antenna wire length is kept constant. S11
parameter magnitude change calculated in the simulations for the designed antenna having constant total wire
length, but different turn radii and respective turn numbers are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with turn radius calculated in simulations for
the designed antenna. (b) Change of –10 dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with turn radius
calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Figure 13. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations for the designed antenna having
various turn numbers and turn radii such that the total wire length of the antenna is constant. Here, turn radii of 2.5
cm, 3.5 cm, 4.5 cm, 5.0 cm, 6.0 cm, 7.0 cm, and 8.0 cm correspond to turn numbers of 57.23, 41.63, 32.39, 29.16, 24.30,
20.83, and 18.23, respectively.

In the figure, it is seen that both first and second resonances shift to lower frequencies as the turn radius
increases. It demonstrates that the effect of an increase in turn radius increase dominates the effect of a decrease
in the turn number for resonance frequencies. However, different behaviors are observed for the bandwidths. As
the turn radius increases –10 dB bandwidth around the first resonance decreases, whereas –10 dB bandwidth
around the second resonance increases. These observations are clearly seen in Figures 14a and 14b, where
resonance frequency and –10 dB bandwidth changes with turn radius are shown, respectively.
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Radiation characteristics of the antenna with initial design parameters (see Table 1) were also calculated.
Figure 15 shows the antenna’s gain pattern in 3D space, and Figures 16a and 16b show the gain pattern in
2D azimuth and elevation planes, respectively, at the first resonance frequency of 11.59 MHz. As seen in the
figures, omnidirectional radiation with a maximum gain of 1.7208 dBi is achieved.

Figure 14. (a) Change of the first and second resonance frequencies with turn radius calculated in simulations for
the designed antenna, where the number of turns is adjusted to set the total wire length constant. (b) Change of –10
dB bandwidth at the first and second resonance frequencies with turn radius calculated in simulations for the designed
antenna, where the number of turns is adjusted to set the total wire length constant.

Figure 15. Gain pattern of the antenna in 3D space at its first resonance calculated in the simulations.

Figure 16. Gain pattern of the antenna in (a) 2D azimuth plane and (b) 2D elevation plane at its first resonance
calculated in the simulations.
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In addition, the impedance of the antenna was calculated. It was found to be 50–20.04j at the first
resonance frequency equal to 11.59 MHz. The efficiency of the antenna was then calculated using (4). In the
equation, Za and Zref represent the antenna impedance and reference impedance, respectively. Also, Γ and
e0 stand for the reflection coefficient and antenna efficiency. For 50 Ω reference impedance, it is found that the
efficiency of the designed antenna reaches 96% at its first resonance. However, it should be noted that in the
calculations material losses are ignored, i.e. the materials are assumed to be lossless.

Γ =
Za − Zref

Za + Zref

e0 = 1− |Γ|2
(4)

3. Manufacturing process and measurements

After the simulations, the designed antenna was manufactured, and measurements were obtained. While
manufacturing the prototype antenna, an exclusive method was followed. As the first step, to form a helix
structure by winding the copper wire around it, a cylindrical shaped pipe made of PVC (polymerizing vinyl
chloride) material having approximately 5.84 cm outer radius was positioned. PVC material was selected
because of its very low magnetic permeability and nonconductivity. In addition, PVC is an easily accessible
material with low prices, and it is rigid enough to form a basis for the windings around it. The outer radius of
the PVC pipe was adjusted to be the same as the turn radius of the designed antenna that is given in Table 1.
Also, the inner radius and wall thickness of the PVC pipe are 5.74 cm and 0.1 cm, respectively.

As the next step, the cylindrical geometry of the selected pipe was modeled by using three-dimensional
(3D) software. After modeling the cylinder, by using the built-in functions of the software a wire with a length
of 9.89 m was formed and winded around the cylinder in 27 turns with constant turn spacing of 1 cm between
the turns. Then the outer surface of the cylinder was extracted as a two-dimensional (2D) planar surface. Wire
turns on the cylinder surface were maintained in the form of parallel lines on the extracted 2D planar surface.

After that, the extracted 2D structures were imported to a laser cutting device and parallel lines were cut
on a 1.5 mm thick cardboard material. Like PVC material, the cardboard is a nonmagnetic and nonconductive
material, thus it was used in the prototype antenna. In total, 27 pieces of cardboard with rectangular geometry
that represent 27 turns were manufactured. The height of these rectangles is approximately equal to the outer
circumference (2π×5.84 cm = 36.69 cm) of the PVC pipe and their widths are equal to the turn spacing, which
is 1 cm. The manufactured rectangular cardboards were then wound around and stuck outside the PVC pipe
such maintaining a 1.5 mm distance from each other. This spacing between cardboard sticks is the diameter
of the copper wire used in the prototype. After sticking the cardboards, as the last step, copper wire with a
thickness of 1.5 mm was wrapped around the pipe to fill the empty spaces that exist between the cardboards. A
photo of the manufactured antenna is shown in Figure 17. As seen in the figure, 27 wire turns exist between the
cardboards. Also, the total wire length wound on the antenna is around 9.89 m and the height of the antenna,
i.e. the distance between the initial and final points of the windings, is approximately 31 cm.

The manufactured antenna was then mounted on a square-shaped ground plane with a 1-m side length.
The ground plane was constructed by laminating several aluminum layers one above the others. A photo of the
prototype system where the manufactured antenna is mounted on the ground plane is presented in Figure 18.

Measurements were obtained with the manufactured prototype system. For comparison purposes, S11
magnitude changes with frequency over the band spanning from 0 to 35 MHz obtained in measurements and
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Figure 17. Prototype antenna manufactured with the proposed method and its parts.

Figure 18. The designed system with the prototype antenna placed on a square-shaped ground plane with a 1-m side
length.

calculated in simulations are shown together in Figure 19. Also, in Table 2 resonance frequencies and –10
dB bandwidths around the resonances obtained in measurements and calculated in simulations are given. In
the figure and the table, it is seen that the measurement results agree well with the simulation results. Small
differences between the plots in the figure and the values in the table, such as very small shifts in resonance
frequencies, are due to the limited precision in manufacturing and simulations, together with measurement
errors. Here since sharp resonances are obtained with the designed antenna, differences between bandwidths in
the table are more pronounced. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed manufacturing process,
especially for the helical-shaped HF antennas.

In order to show the feasibility of the antenna and its manufacturing processes proposed in this paper,
the performance comparison of the helical antenna and other HF antennas reported in the literature are given
in Table 3. As seen from the table, our work enables to design and manufacture an antenna operating in the
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HF band with a compact, simple and rigid structure, together with a medium gain that is comparable to the
gain values of the other reported antennas.

Figure 19. S11 parameter magnitude change with frequency calculated in simulations and measured in experiments for
the designed prototype antenna system.

Table 2. The first and second resonance frequencies together with –10 dB bandwidths around the resonances found in
measurements and calculated in simulations for the designed antenna.

Parameter Measured Simulated
First resonance frequency (MHz) 11.27 11.59
Second resonance frequency (MHz) 27.72 28.0
–10 dB bandwidth around the first resonance (MHz) 0.39 0.28
–10 dB bandwidth around the second resonance (MHz) 0.20 0.37

Table 3. Comparison of our work with other HF antennas given in the literature.

Antenna type Polarization Mounting
standards

Rigid
structure

Dimensions Operating
frequency

Gain

[28] Helical array Linear Simple No 1 m × 1.2 m 3–30 MHz Not
specified

[29] Helical Linear Simple No 2 m × 0.1 m 3–30 MHz Not
specified

[30] Log-periodic Not
specified

Complex Yes > 5 m × 5 m 14–40 MHz 9 dB

[31] Two-arm inverted L Linear Complex No 8 m × 3.8 m × 1 m 3–10 MHz > –20 dBi
[32] Log-periodic Linear Not

specified
Not
specified

8.682 m × 8.178 m 18–20 MHz Not
specified

[33] Bifolded-monopole Not
specified

Complex No 12 m × 2 m 2–50 MHz > 2 dB

Our work Linear Simple Yes 0.31 m × 0.1165 m 3–30 MHz 1.7208 dBi

4. Conclusion
In this study, a helical antenna operating in HF frequency band is designed, and with a full set of simulations
resonance behavior change of the antenna is investigated. Due to its 3D structure, the designed antenna has
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sizes much smaller than the operation wavelength such that except for the total wire length, the only geometrical
parameter that is comparable with the wavelength is the ground plane radius. In the simulations, first, only
a single parameter was altered in each case and changes of resonance frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths at
the resonance frequencies were calculated. Results show that as the winding wire thickness increases the first
and second resonances of the designed antenna that arise in the HF band shift to lower frequencies. Also,
–10 dB bandwidths calculated at the resonance frequencies decrease as opposed to the increase in the wire
thickness. Although wire thickness is not taken into account in other literature, because it is much smaller in
size compared to other parameters of the helical antenna, obtained results demonstrate that it is one of the
key parameters that significantly affect the antenna resonance. On the other hand, in the simulations, it is
observed that as the ground radius increases, antenna resonances become more stable such that for the designed
antenna with a ground radius equal to or bigger than 0.50 m, the resonance frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths
at these resonances are calculated to be almost constant. This is an expected result, and it is the reason why
a square-shaped ground plane with a 1-m side length is mounted to the back of the prototype manufactured
antenna.

Moreover, simulation results show that first and second resonances shift to lower frequencies as the number
of turns or turn radius increases, which was also observed before in the winding wire thickness analysis. It is
explained by the increased length of the winding wire. As the turn number or turn radius increases, the total
length of the winding wire increases proportionally, and it results in longer resonance wavelengths and lower
resonance frequencies. Also, similar to winding wire results, it is seen that –10 dB frequency bandwidths at
resonances decrease with the increases in turn number and turn radius. However, further simulations obtained
with controlling the antennas turn spacing parameter exhibit different results. It is found that both the first
and second resonances shift to higher frequencies and –10 dB bandwidths at the resonances widen as the turn
spacing enhances, which is unexpected. Unlike the number of turns and turn radius simulations, here resonance
frequencies shift to higher frequencies as the turn spacing increases, although total wire length increases with
the turn spacing. This is a key result, and it indicates that one can design a helical antenna with shorter wire
length and compact sizes resonating at desired frequencies by adjusting its geometrical parameters.

The effects of the parameters turn number and turn radius found to have more significant impact on
the antenna’s resonance and bandwidth characteristics. In additional simulations, for the designed antenna
with constant total wire length, it is observed that the resonances shift to lower frequencies as the turn radius
increases in spite of the decrease in turn number. However, as the turn radius increases despite the decrease
in turn number –10 dB bandwidth around the first resonance decreases while –10 dB bandwidth around the
second resonance increases. It shows that on resonance frequency shifts and –10 dB bandwidth around the first
resonance the effect of turn radius increase in the designed antenna dominates the effect of the decrease in turn
number, but it is not valid for the –10 dB bandwidth around the second resonance.

To verify simulation results, the designed antenna was fabricated with an exclusive manufacturing process
and measurements were obtained. While manufacturing, first the pipe and the wire windings were modeled in
3D, and then the outer surface of the pipe and the wire turns on it were extracted on a 2D planar surface.
The extracted 2D structures were imported to a laser-cutting device and parallel lines corresponding to wire
turns were cut on a cardboard material. The produced rectangular shape cardboards were wound and stuck
around the pipe with a constant spacing equal to wire thickness. As the last step, the wire was wrapped and
stuck around the pipe to fill the empty spaces between the cardboard. The manufactured helical antenna was
mounted on a ground plane containing many thin aluminum sheets laminated on top of each other. Thanks
to the followed process, a helical antenna with a rigid structure was manufactured with high accuracy. As
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expected, measurement results obtained with the manufactured antenna agree well with the simulation results.
With a complete set of analyses, this study fills the gap that exists in the literature for resonance behavior
change of helical antennas. Also, the study demonstrates the feasibility of helical antenna designs with shorter
wire length and compact sizes resonating at desired frequencies. With the proposed manufacturing process, it
is possible for the first time in literature to prototype rigid helical antennas in high accuracy with low cost. We
believe that the proposed manufacturing process is promising for the production of other wire antenna types
having 3D architecture.
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